27<>	ESSENTIAL OILS  (GENERAL METHODS)
Thf rotatory powers of some essential oils vary within fairly wide limits.
This measurement should, however, never be omitted, since it is of great use
in the detection of adulteration, especially with oils of very high rotatory powers,
Huch «i8 lemon and orange oils.
4. Refractive Index
This is determined by means of refraclometers, the type most commonly
used being that of Abbe.1
The Abbe rejmctotneier (Fig. fii) consists of a heavy foot carrying a tube
« rotating about a horizontal axis, together with a graduated sector b.
Round the same axis rotates also a system of prisms c joined rigidly to an
arm d which traverses the sector b and serves for reading the graduations.2
The lower part of the tube* a consists of a graduated drum rotatable on its
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own axis by means of a screw e
and containing a compensator to
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eliminate the dispersion involved
when white light is used.    Lastly
the foot of the apparatus is pro-
vided with a movable mirror s.
The   system c contains two
prisms which   join together   to
form a parallelepiped.   Between
them  is   placed  a drop of the
liquid to  be  examined  so  that
when the two prisms are fitted
into place  the  drop expands to
form a thin film  between them.
The light rays are reflected from
the mirror s through the system
of prisms into the eye-piece a.
In making an observation, the arm d is displaced so that, with total
reflection at the surface of the liquid film between the prisms, the lower
half of the field of vision (which is furnished with cross-webs) appears
dark*   In	the line of	is coloured and hazy ;  the screw
e	then be turned until this line	as sharp and colourless as
The graduations of the	and of the compensator are then
; finally the         e is turned to	the line of separation colourless,
this being brought back to the proper position by moving the arm d.   The
between the two	of the         of the	b         the refrac-
tive	with	to Fraunhofer's yellow D line ; the mean of the
two	of the	for the calculation, by	of
a table supplied with the	of the	the Fraun
hofer D and F lines,
1 Othrr r«ff'«;ii;toiiicters are the Pmtfnch and the Pulfriek	immersion instrument**
The latter in i?any to manipulate anil           fairly	while, with the aid erf
it             auxiliary pmm, it may        be          for very	of liquid,
1 In          til the more recent types of                  the	of            it
by a             jat'kH, through which water nt	may tic circulated,
it*          thft butyra-refrjictomcter (.w? p. 36).

